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1. (U2CIL3:Ql) In an Army JROTC competition, the scores are so close that one point could
mean winning or losing. On the final event, a written test, you got the lowest possible grade without
failing. When your instructor was reviewing the test answers, you noticed that he marked one answer
correct that should have been wrong. You have an ethical dilemma, and telling him he made a
mistake will cause you to fail and could cause your squad to lose. Think about the Army Values and
your personal values.

What should you do? What do you stand to gain?

A) Remain loyal to your squad and don't say anything; your squad could win the
competition

B) Remain loyal to your squad by informing the teacher of his mistake after the competition
is over; more loyalty from your squad mates

Maintain your integrity and inform the teacher of his mistake, even if it means your
squad loses; gain the respect of your competitors, instructor, and eventually, your squad

D) Maintain your integrity and inform the teacher of his mistake; expect to be awarded
extra points for your strong values

2. (U2CIL3:Q2) You are a platoon leader and acting company commander because the
company commander and XO are absent. Your battalion S-3 calls you up and asks you which
platoon you selected for the opportunity to participate in a prestigious drill competition. This is the
first you've heard of it, but the other platoon leader tells you that the commander said that her platoon
would be participating in it. Unfortunately, this platoon leader once admitted that she has a habit of
taking care of her platoon at the expense of the others by choosing to perform easier tasks. You have
to give the S-3 an answer now.

What is your best course of action?

A You maintain loyalty to your platoon and give them the opportunity.
) You respect the other platoon leader's integrity and send her platoon, but you also ask

her how she would feel if you sent your platoon.
C) You tell the S-3 that your company doesn't have a platoon to participate.
D) You send your platoon in order to teach the other platoon leader about integrity.

3. (U2CIL3:Q3) One of your friends applies the Army Values only when they benefit him.
Even though your instructor regularly reinforces application of the Army Values, your friend
continues to apply them only for his own needs. You also tried to talk to him, but his answer is
always "I'll deal with it when I have to." You know that today he is going to have a serious ethical
dilemma and wil1learn a hard lesson.

As a loyal friend, what can you do to best help him learn meaning and purpose of values?
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A) Since your instructor keeps reinforcing them and you already talked to him, you have to
let him learn about the purpose and meaning of values when he is faced with the dilemma.

B) Tell him about the dilemma he's about to have so that he can be ready for it, even if it
means he can apply the Army Values to help him avoid it.

C) Even ifhe'll be mad at you for not telling him, let him learn the right (and hard) things
about values.

Before his dilemma occurs, talk to him about the meaning and purpose of values so that
it is fresh in his mind, even if he later realizes that you knew about it ahead of time.

4. (U2CIL3:Q4) While developing your own personal code of ethics, you find that a couple of
your personal values sometimes conflict with each other, and with the Army Values. You strongly
believe in each personal and Army value. What should you do when they conflict?

A) Prioritize all of the values, but always put the more senior Army Values first.
B) Continue to re-write your own personal code until the values don't conflict.
C) Solve ethical dilemmas by applying your personal values first, then the Army Values if

needed.
Solve ethical dilemmas as they occur by evaluating the situation and applying all of the

values.

5. (U2CIL3:Q5) A transfer student was assigned to your squad. When you asked him about his
previous JROTC unit, he told you that there was a lot of competition between units and individuals.
At first, you were impressed with the new Cadet. However, after a couple of weeks you noticed that
he was causing a breakdown in teamwork, and an increase in competition between your squad
members. You have enough time before leadership lab to talk to your squad about one of the Army
Values.

Which one should you choose to correct this situation? Why?

Selfless Service - your squad members are becoming more competitive with each other,
and are placing their own needs before those ofthe squad.

B) Honor - your squad members aren't adhering to a code of ethics or values.
C) Personal Courage - your squad members aren't facing fears, danger or adversity.
D) Respect - squad members aren't treating each other as they should.

6. (U2CIL3:Gl) are ideas about the worth or importance of things, concepts, and------
people.

A) Loyalties
Duties

C Values
D) Obligations

7. (U2CIL3:G2) Name the seven individual values ofLDRSHIP.

Loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and personal courage
B) Luck, disciples, reward, self-declaring, humility, interest, and perseverance
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C) Love, direction, retention, service, humbleness, involvement, and patience
D) None of the above

8. (U2CIL3 :03) is the sum total of all laws, rules, etc. that make up your
organizational, civic, and moral obligations.

Duty
B) Honor
C) Country
D) Loyalty

9. (U2CIL3:04) What are the three things you must do to exhibit the value of duty?

A) Show up early to events, stay busy during activities, leave only after the boss is gone.
B) Respect the constitution, report law breakers, be faithful to your team.
C See dignity in all people, listen well, perform at your potential.

, Carry out the requirements of your job, meet professional standards, and fulfill your
legal, civic, and moral obligations.

10. (U2CIL3:05) What are the three things you must do to exhibit the value ofloyalty?

G Respect the U.S. Constitution and its laws, demonstrate strong moral character and
virtue, and show faithfulness to family, friends, and peers.

B) Recognize every human's dignity, arrive on time to events, and create a climate of
fairness.

C) Salute the flag, follow the chain of command, and show consideration for others.
D) Put the welfare of others first, be self-introspective, and focus on community service.

II. (U2CIL3 :06) is recognition of the positive value a person represents to another-----
person or organization.

A) Self-control
B) Loyalty
C Integrity

Respect

12. (U2CIL3:G7) To exhibit the value of respect, what three actions must you take?

Treat all people with dignity, demonstrate consideration for others, and create a climate
of fairness.

B) Listen to others, consider every viewpoint, and act accordingly.
C) Both of the above
D) None of the above

13. (U2CIL3:08) Define "selfless service."

- ~ The willingness to put the welfare of others first.
B) The willingness to listen closely to others.
C) The willingness to focus on service to the military, school, or team.

/
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D) The willingness to adhere to a public code of professional values.

14. (U2CIL3:G9) What two actions must you take to exhibit the value of selfless service?

A) Make sure your own needs and the needs of your peers are met.
B Employ honor as your motive in all things and work towards wholesome values.
C Focus your priorities on service to your community or to your nation, and place the

needs of the organization above personal gain.
D) All of the above

15. (U2C 1L3:G 10) What are the two ways of exhibiting the value of honor?

A) Standing up for one's beliefs and exhibiting steadfastness.
B) Overcoming obstacles to achieve a task or goal and being outspoken.
C Recognizing the dignity of all and creating a climate of fairness.

Adhere to and identify with a public code of professional values and employ honor as
your motive for action.

16. (U2C1L3:G11) The term refers to the notion of completeness, wholeness, and
uniqueness and encompasses the sum total of a person's set of values.

J Integrity
B) Loyalty
C) Discipline
D) Duty

17. (U2C 1L3:G 12) When a person possesses a high standard of moral value and principles, shows
good moral judgment, and demonstrates consistent moral behavior, the person exhibits the value of

A) Selflessness
Integrity

C) Morality
D) Loyalty

18. (U2C1L3:G13) What is the difference between physical and moral courage?

A) Physical courage earns you the President's Physical Fitness Award
B Moral courage is easier than physical courage because it doesn't involve bodily injury.
) Physical courage is overcoming fears of bodily harm and doing your duty. Moral

courage is overcoming fears other than bodily harm while doing what needs to be done.
D) None of the above

19. (U2C1L3:G14) Define physical courage.

A) Overcoming fears other than of bodily harm to do your job.
B) Willingness to put the safety of others before your own safety.
~ Overcoming fears of bodily harm and doing your duty.
D) Standing up for what you believe in and being outspoken.
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20. (U2CIL3:G15) Define moral courage.

Overcoming fears other than bodily harm while doing what needs to be done.
B) The standards of conduct that govern group behavior.
C) A person's inner strength.
D) Overcoming fears of bodily harm and doing your duty.

21. (U2CIL3:G16) Name the two forms of personal courage.

I Physical and moral courage
B) Absolute and situational courage
C) Temporary and permanent courage
D) Intellectual and physical courage

22. (U2C 1L3:G 17) The Code of Conduct contains the basic tenets for conduct of service members.
Define "tenet."

A Synonymous with requirements.
~-J A principle, belief, or doctrine generally held to be true; a set of guidelines.
C) A proven fact.
D) Any book that specifies how members of a group are required to think.

23. (U2CIL3:G18) courage is standing up for your values, moral principles, and
convictions.

A) Physical
B Absolute
() Moral
D) Real

24. (U2CIL3:GI9) What is a "norm?"

~. A principle of right action binding upon members of a group that guides, controls, or
regulates proper and accepted behavior.

B) A guy on "Cheers".
C) An absolute principle that is unchanging from one environment to the next.
D) Principles or standards that guide people to make decisions based on peer pressure.

25. (U2CIL3:G20) Standards of conduct that govern the behavior of a group may be formal or
informal and are commonly called _

A) Standards
~ Norms

C) Laws
D) Tenets

26. (U2CIL3:G21) Tor F: All norms are good and have positive results.
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A True
False

27. (U2CIL3:G22) Define "character."

eJ A person's inner strength
If) Someone who is a genuine eccentric.
C) Someone who blames others for things that go wrong with a team.
D) Principles or standards that guide people to do the right thing.

28. (U2CIL3:G23) T or F: People who can admit when they are wrong rather than blaming others
are said to have strong character.

True
B) False

29. (U2CIL3:G24) Name three things you can do to build strong and honorable character in
yourself.

A) Assess the present strength of your values and character.
B) Determine what values you want to promote.
C) Seek out tasks and situations that support such character, and select a role model who

demonstrates the values and character you want to develop.
All of the above

30. (U2CIL3:G25) Define "ethics."

A) Norms of behavior that control group activities.
B) The nationality into which one is born.
e} Principals or standards that guide people to do the moral or right thing.
D) A class you take to learn appropriate business behavior.

31. (U2CIL3:G26) Tor F: Leaders have the responsibility to do the morally right thing.

True
B) False

32. (U2CIL3:G27) Tor F: Leaders sometimes have to make a decision between two morally right
values.

A). True
B) False

33. (U2CIL3:G28) Define "dilemma."

A) A two-part debate approach used in public speaking.
B) A type of hair coloring.
C A technique used for consensus building.
} An argument presenting two or more equally conclusive alternatives against an
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opponent.

34. (U2CIL3:G29) Some leaders think that coercion is necessary to motivate followers. Define
"coercion. "

A) Cooperation that results in an equitable solution.
B) Using positional authority to get one's way.
C) A motivation technique that involves giving physical or monetary rewards.
,~ Using force or threats to control how someone acts or thinks.

35. (U2CIL3:G30) Define the word "unethical."

~ Not claiming allegiance to any particular cultural group.
pJ Not doing the moral or right thing, usually because of peer pressure or self interest.

C) An inability to comprehend what one reads.
D) An inability to perform a sincere self-assessment.

36. (U2CIL3:G31) Define "tunnel vision."

~ Extreme narrowness of viewpoint.
B) A medical condition characterized by a detached retina.
C) A condition that requires eyeglasses.
D) Synonym to being nearsighted.

37. (U2CIL3:G32) Define "favoritism."

A) The bringing of treats to social events.
The showing of special favor.

C) Talking to others about yourself to gain friends.
D) Influencing people by giving false praise.

38. (U2C lL3 :G33) Name the three ethical responsibilities of a leader that promote a healthy
environment.

Be a good role model; develop followers ethically; lead in such a way that you avoid
putting teammates into ethical dilemmas.

B) Clean up after others; don't smoke, and recycle when possible.
C) Wear the uniform correctly; be on time; perform community service.
D) Question all orders; use authority to accomplish a task; refrain from giving criticism.

39. (U2CIL3:G34) Define "self-disclosure."

Talking to others about yourself so as to realize that your problems are no different from
theirs.

B) Taking one's clothes off in the privacy of one's room.
C) Sharing secrets with others to gain friendships.
D) Securing an area before you leave it.

40. (U2CIL3:G35) The acronym "LDRSHIP" stands for what?
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Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity, and Personal Courage
B) Leadership, Duty, Respect, Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity, and Perseverance
C) Loyalty, Diligence, Regard, Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity, and Personal Courage
D) Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Service, Honor, Integrity, and Personality

4l. (U2CIL3:G36) A is a principle of right action binding upon members ofa group
that guides, controls, or regulates proper and acceptable behavior.

A) guideline
BJ law
C norm
D) mandate

42. (U2CIL3:G37) establishes the correct order of your obligations and
commitments.

A) Judgment
j Loyalty

C) Discernment
D) None of the above

43. (U2CIL3:Fl) What do the words below represent?
Loyalty - Duty - Respect - Selfless Service - Honor - Integrity - Personal Courage

A) Values of a good student
B) Values ofa good Cadet
f~ Values of a good person

Values of the Army

44. (U2CIL3:Vl) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"A personal truth; mental acceptance or conviction of particular truths of someone or something."

fi) beliefs
B) dilemma
C) norms
D) ethics

45. (U2CIL3:V2) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"A willingness to put the welfare of others first; to sacrifice, if need be, even to the point of giving up
one's own life, in service to the nation."

A) bribery
B) favoritism
C) tenets
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) selfless service

46. (U2CIL3:V3) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"A principle of right action binding upon members of a group and serving to guide, control, or
regulate proper and acceptable behavior; a pattern or trait taken to be typical in the behavior of a
social group."

A) coercion
B values

norms
D) prejudices

47. (U2CIL3:V4) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"An argument presenting two or more equally conclusive alternatives against an opponent."

A) beliefs
B) unethical
<;) tunnel vision

dilemma

48. (U2CIL3 :V5) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"A principle, belief, or doctrine generally held to be true."

A ethics
BJ tenets
C) norms
D) prejudices

49. (U2CIL3:V6) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"An adverse opinion or leaning formed without just grounds or before sufficient knowledge."

prejudice
B) selfless service
C) unethical
D) tunnel vision

50. (U2CIL3:V7) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"The act of giving or offering to, or accepting money, property, or a favor from someone in a
position of trust to persuade or influence that person to act dishonestly."
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A)

~
D)

favoritism
tenets
bribery
coercion

51. (U2C1L3:V8) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"Extreme narrowness of viewpoint."

A) beliefs
B) selfless service
C dilemma

tunnel vision

52. (U2CIL3:V9) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"The act, process, or power of forcing someone to act or think in a given manner, such as by using
force or threats as a form of control."

A) bribery
B coercion
C) values
D) unethical

53. (U2CIL3:VIO) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"Rules, principles, or standards that guide individuals or groups to do the moral or right thing in
accordance with accepted principles of right and wrong."

A) beliefs
B norms

ethics
D) coercion

54. (U2CIL3:VII) Choose the word that best matches the defmition below.

"The showing of special favor."

A) beliefs
(8 favoritism
C) ethics
D) dilemma

55. (U2CIL3:VI2) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.
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"A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable in a person or group; an ideal."

A) favoritism
B) prejudices
s:{ tunnel vision

values

56. (U2CIL3:Vl3) Choose the word that best matches the definition below.

"Not doing the moral or right thing (normally a result of pressures or temptations from self-interest,
peers, subordinates, or seniors); to violate established rules or standards of conduct."

) bribery
unethical

C) selfless service
D) values

[Answer Key]
l.C
2.B
3.D
4.D
5.A
6.C
7.A
8.A
9.D
10. A
11. D
12. A
l3.A
14. C
15. D
16.A
17. B
18. C
19. C
20.A
21.A
22.B
23. C
24.A
25. B
26. B
27.A
28.A


